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Introduction
As part of the $105.6 million commitment to
‘Victoria’s Great Outdoors’ initiative, the Victorian
Government is creating the Yallock-Bulluk Marine
and Coastal Park. It will combine existing parks and
reserves along 40kms of coast from San Remo to
Inverloch. This will include extending and upgrading
the George Bass Coastal Walk.

online workshop. This feedback related to: facilities
along the trail and features of it, sharing information,
and sharing the trail.

Yallock-Bulluk Marine and Coastal Park is on the
land of the Bunurong People. The name of the park
honours one of five clan groups of the Bunurong
Traditional Owners, the Yallock-Bulluk clan, who
occupied the broader Bass Coast Region and
continue to care for Country.
The Victorian Government is drafting an Access and
Infrastructure Plan for a trail inside the park that links
San Remo to Inverloch.
The plan is being developed in partnership between
Parks Victoria, Bunurong Land Council Aboriginal
Corporation, Bass Coast Shire Council, and the
Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning (DELWP).
The Access and Infrastructure Plan will be informed
by stakeholder and community engagement,
alongside a range of technical studies.
The first phase of community consultation was held
in between 8 May and 28 June 2020. Participants
contributed through:
– Survey responses to the Engage Victoria
platform (8 May- 28 June)
– Online Community Information Sessions
(20 May, 28 May and 4 June)
– An online workshop (20 June).
Additional feedback was sought through a targeted
survey for young people between 10-31 July 2020.
98 people responded to this survey, and 6 students
from Korumburra Secondary College participated in
a workshop on 19 August 2020.
The consultation was promoted through social
media, media releases, emails to stakeholders and
posters in shop windows in the townships near the
new park.
Participants could also contact the engagement
team through email or telephone to have a say.
Several organisations and some individuals made
submissions to inform the Access and Infrastructure
Plan.
Altogether, almost 800 people participated through
surveys, Community Information Sessions and the
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This report
The purpose of this report is to summarise the
findings from community consultation undertaken
between 8 May and 28 June 2020.
The report was prepared by Parks Victoria, and
reviewed by the Yallock-Bulluk project working
group.

Consultation approach
A consultation strategy was developed by Parks
Victoria and DELWP that outlines the purpose and
ways the local and Victorian community, and key
stakeholders can input into the Yallock-Bulluk
Marine and Coastal Park Access and Infrastructure
Plan.

To report on qualitative survey responses, each
comment was given a code (or several codes)
based on the themes the participant discussed. In
the summary of findings section of this report,
findings are grouped according to these themes.
They are ordered according to the frequency with
which they were raised.

Objectives

The graphs and figures in this report are only based
on numerical data (and are never based on
qualitative, coded data). At times they equal more
than 100%. This is because participants were able
to select more than one choice. The total number of
respondents for each figure or graph is included in
the caption using the shorthand ‘n=’.

• Consult partners and key stakeholders on values
in the park and how they can be maximised and
protected through planning and design

The findings in this report reflect the views of the
participants involved in the consultation process and
do not necessarily reflect the beliefs or position of
Parks Victoria or the partners. Where needed,
quotations have been amended for spelling and
grammar but are otherwise unchanged.

The objectives of the first stage of the consultation to
inform the Draft Access and Infrastructure Plan were
to:
• Inform stakeholders and community about
planning and design process for a trail linking San
Remo and Inverloch

• Provide consistent messages to all audiences with
regards to the project, its objectives, opportunities
and potential for influence
• Understand community preferences for trail
features, engagement methods and deepen
understanding of previous feedback given
• Reach a wide range of community members
including locals and visitors, various age ranges
and interests
• Provide community engagement using different
mediums (such as online, posters, and telephone)
to comply with coronavirus (COVID-19) directions.

Figure 1: Timeline of consultation and planning of Yallock-Bulluk Marine and Coastal Park
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Previous engagement
This engagement was informed by feedback that
was previously provided during engagement in
2019. The 2019 engagement focused on the
creation of the park and sought high-level feedback.
The engagement was conducted in June and July of
2019 and included:
• A roundtable event
• Five Open House sessions
• Meetings with partners and stakeholders.
The themes that emerged from the 2019
engagement included:
• Strong importance to protect environmental and
cultural values
• Need to provide greater visitor access
• An appetite for good community engagement, and
• A strong interest in the proposed extension of the
George Bass Coastal Walk.
The findings from the 2019 engagement were used
to plan this consultation, in particular the feedback
given about extending the George Bass Coastal
Walk.
This engagement is the first stage of engagement on
the Access and Infrastructure plan (Figure 1).

Victoria's Great Outdoors
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Promotion

Activity

Details

The engagement was promoted through a range of
channels including:

Online Workshop

Saturday
20 June 2020
10am-1pm

30
participants

Youth survey

10 July-10 August
2020

98
participants

Youth workshop

19 August 2020

6
participants

• social media
Parks Victoria posted on LinkedIn and Twitter
• emails to stakeholders
120 recipients at project launch
448 recipients on 18 June 2020 to promote online
workshop
• local media
Parks Victoria ran a Media Release on 8 May
2020. There were two articles in the Sentinel
Times regarding the engagement, and one article
in the Phillip Island and San Remo Advitiser.
• posters
over 50 A4 and A3 posters were put up in
shopfronts and at entrances and exits to the
existing parts of the park
Briefing packs with social media content, newsletter
content, frequently asked questions (FAQs) and
postcards were provided to key stakeholders to
share with their networks.
Engagement with young people was promoted after
the closure of formal engagement due to the
underrepresentation of people under 25 in broader
engagement. This further engagement was
promoted through targeted emails to surf life saving
clubs, holiday programs, schools and service
providers to young people.

The engagement activities undertaken, and
participation rates are highlighted in Table 1 below.
Table 1: Engagement activities, dates and participants

Activity

Details

Engage Victoria
Survey

8 May-28 June
2020

794
participants

Wednesday
20 May 2020
(6-7:30pm)

25
participants

Wednesday
28 May 2020
(1:30-3pm)

13
participants

Thursday
4 June 2020
(6-7:30pm)

20
participants
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Adapting to coronavirus
The engagement activities were planned to reach
the diversity of the community. While initially
activities were planned to be conducted in-person,
they were adapted to an online format to help slow
the spread of coronavirus. Participants without
access to the internet were able to participate by
phoning the Parks Victoria Information Line (13 19
63).
Participants were also asked through the Engage
Victoria survey ‘Do you have any ideas for how we
can best engage with you and your community
during the current health situation?’. Responses to
this question commonly included suggestions to:
• post on social media (Facebook, Instagram and
WhatsApp)
• host online webinars, workshops or events
• providing video content online
• hosting online events at a range of timeslots
• meet in person as soon as practical.

Engagement activities

Community
Information
Session

Participation

Participation

The engagement activities were tailored according
to the feedback above. Online sessions were
facilitated by Parks Victoria staff using the platform
Microsoft Teams. Participants were supported
throughout each online session through:
• a ‘how-to’ PDF guide for using Microsoft Teams as
a participant
• a ‘tech-check’ session before each session to
practice using Microsoft Teams
• a phone number to call if technical difficulties
arose during the session
• instruction/run-through at the beginning of each
session
• access to recordings of the sessions afterwards.

Participation
Altogether, 58 participants attended an online
session, 30 came along to the final workshop and
794 people completed the survey on Engage
Victoria. There were over 6,000 views to the Engage
Victoria website.

Demographics
Participants who responded to a survey told us
where they live, their age, gender and relationship to
the Bass Coast. This section of the report uses
survey data only to comment on demographics (as
all online information session and workshop
participants were encouraged to participate online).
As shown in Figure 3 below, just over half of
respondents were local to the Bass Coast. There
were many respondents who visit the Bass Coast for
holidays (29%), or who plan to visit when the
Yallock-Bulluk Marine and Coastal Park and trail are
finalised (21%). Of respondents who described their
relationship to the Bass Coast as other (13%) many
were visitors to the area for reasons other than
holidays (surfing, day trips, and paragliding among
the reasons cited), or live in a nearby area.

There were slightly more women (53%) who
responded to the survey than men (45%). As shown
in Figure 2, there were high levels of representation
of people aged 35 years and above. In some age
brackets there was a higher representation when
compared with the state of Victoria (ABS,2016).
There was low representation of young people (aged
24 and younger), who make up 22 per cent of
Victoria but just 3 per cent of survey respondents.

Age
35%

participants

Victoria (ABS,2016)
30%

30%
25%

22% 23%
20%

20%
15%
13%

15%
10%

10%

9%
6%

7%

5%
0% 0% 0%

12%
9%
10%
9%
2%
0%

3%

0%

years
Figure 2: Participant ages (n= 775) compared with Victorian census
data (ABS, 2016)

What is your relationship to Bass Coast?
60%

53%

50%
40%
29%

30%
21%
20%
10%
10%

2%

2%

13%

6%

0%
I am a Local I do not visit I own a local I work in the
Tourism this area but I business
Bass Coast
Operator am interested
area
in it
Figure 3: Participant relationship to Bass Coast (n=794)

Other

I would like to I visit the I live in Bass
visit this area Bass Coast
Coast
more when for holidays
the park and
trail are
finalised
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Young people

Where are participants from?

Further to the Engage Victoria survey and
community information sessions, 98 people
completed a youth-specific survey, and a further six
attended a workshop.

People who responded to surveys indicated their
postcode. As shown in Figure 6 below, there was a
concentration of participants from the Bass Coast.
There was high representation of locals (postcodes
3996 and 3995) which together made up 35% of
respondents (766 respondents gave their postcode).

Of those people who responded to the youth-specific
survey:
-

72% were aged 10-12 years old

-

45% were from Wonthaggi and 13% were
from Inverloch

-

46% were girls, 40% boys, and 10% selfdescribed.

There were also respondents from surrounding
areas such as Phillip Island, Grantville, Traralgon,
Leongatha as well as suburban Melbourne, including
a range of suburbs and locations across the state.

Activities on the Bass Coast
Participants were asked what outdoor activities they
like to do on the Bass Coast. There was high
representation of hikers (68%), bikers (54%), and
dog-walkers (45%). Most participants selected more
than one outdoor activity. Among those who chose
other (19%), running, swimming and paragliding
were common activities.

What outdoors activities do
you like to do on the Bass
Coast?
hiking
68%
bike riding
54%
dog-walking
45%
site seeing
45%
camping
32%
birdwatching
30%
surfing/windsurfing
29%
fishing
26%
visiting the dinosaur trail
21%
environmental…
21%
other
19%
boating
18%
hang gliding
11%
horse riding
5%
orienteering
3%
prospecting
2%
0%

20% 40% 60% 80%

Figure 4: Outdoor activities undertaken on the Bass Coast by
participants (n=794)

Among young people, bike riding (66%), beach
going (63%), and walking (63%) were the most
popular activities.
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The distribution of survey respondents shows a
balanced spread of participation across locations
where people may visit the park and use the trail
when complete.
Community Information Session participants
Information Session participants were asked to give
their age, postcode and relationship to Bass Coast.
It is assumed that these participants are represented
in the existing survey dataset, as all were
encouraged to also complete a survey online.
Altogether 47 participants gave demographic
information. Responses showed that there was a
relatively even split of men and women; high
representation of people over 50 (51%) and high
representation of locals (70% live in Bass Coast).
Workshop participants
There were 39 people who registered to attend the
workshop on 20 June, and approximately 30 people
attended, and 25 people gave demographic
information. As with Community Information
Sessions, participants at the workshop tended to be
local to Bass Coast (76%), and over 50 (62%).

Youth-targeted survey
Altogether, 98 young people responded to a
modified survey; 45% of these respondents were
from Wonthaggi and all who gave a township were
from the Bass Coast or nearby.
Youth workshop
There were six students ranging from years 7-10
who attended the workshop with Korumburra
Secondary College.

Victoria's Great Outdoors
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Summary of findings
Overarching findings
The section below uses the structure of workshops
and Engage Victoria survey content to summarise
findings.
There were some themes that arose across many
comments in many questions, and the overarching
feedback included:
– A trail that respects the natural environment and
showcases the beauty of the coastline between
San Remo and Inverloch
– The importance of protecting local environmental
and Aboriginal cultural values
– Provision of facilities such as toilets, drinking
water, access to carparking and seating along
the trail is important
– Managing use along the trail is needed so that it
does not feel busy, and manages different user
groups
– The trails should be fit-for purpose trails and
functional year-round with good drainage, and
walking connections to towns
– There should be good information and signs
provided along the trail
– There was a strong desire for engagement and
being kept informed as the plans progress.
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Trail features

and taking in views were prominent in responses
that referenced lookouts.

Survey respondents commented on the features
they would like to see on a trail through many
questions. They commented on their aspirations for
the trail, the length of the trail and potential areas for
‘loop’ or shorter walks.

Respondents commented on a diverse range of
lookouts and views they would like. These included
ocean and clifftop views, forest and heathland
experiences as well as farmland.

Trail aspirations
Firstly, respondents were asked ‘What would you
like to see and do on the trail?’. There were 794
comments relating to this, with a wide range of
aspirations for the trail. In order of most frequently
mentioned, respondents discussed the following
themes:
Walking, and hiking along the trail was by far the
most commonly mentioned theme in responses.
Many respondents commented that walking or hiking
itself was enough, while others commented on
walking or hiking as well as other recreational
activities is what they would like to experience on
the trail.
“Just walk and see the spectacular coastline.”
- survey respondent
“Walk sometimes. Ride other times. Sometimes
camp nearby.”- survey respondent
Participants discussed appreciating nature as
important along the trail. Some comments
specifically mentioned enjoying stretches of
vegetation, rugged coastline and the feeling of being
alone in nature as important.
Some of the comments relating to nature and
wilderness also mentioned the importance of
facilities and trails that complement the natural
environment without overdeveloping the area.
There were also comments that emphasised the
importance of environmental protection so that
enjoyment of nature can continue along the
alignment.
“Bush, spots to sit watch the ocean, birds or just
immerse oneself if the beauty of nature.”
– survey respondent
Feel the breeze. Hear the waves. Have some shade
inland. Not see paved roads or vehicles.
– survey respondent
Enjoying the views, lookouts and taking in the
landscape were commonly mentioned experiences
that survey respondents would like to see.
Specifically, comments about spaces for lookouts

“Ocean Views where possible. Like to walk through
natural forest over through farmland where
possible.” – survey respondent
I love cliff top walking and walks across open
heathland, but my favourite walks in Bass Coast are
sheltered trails through dense foreshore flora.”
– survey respondent
Bike access was mentioned by participants as both
a desirable feature, and something to manage
closely. Some participants mentioned a desire for
shared pathways, while others commented on biking
only sections. Many expressed a desire to be safe
on their bikes.
Some participants explicitly commented on wanting
to limit cycling.
“I’d love the opportunity to use shared pathways as I
am an avid cyclist, and would like to both hike and
cycle this area” – survey respondent
“…It would be awesome to be able to ride a bike
between Inverloch, Cape Patterson and Wonthaggi
safely.” – survey respondent
Many respondents raised seeing wildlife and
birdwatching as important along the trail. Those who
discussed wildlife and birds as important frequently
mentioned Hooded Plovers and whales as animals
of significance.
Storytelling and signage emerged as an important
feature on the trail, with respondents wanting to
know about flora, fauna, environmental and
Aboriginal cultural heritage values along the trail.
There were also comments that discussed the
importance of wayfinding signage and highlighted
the opportunities for learning along the trail.
“Well signed, accessed walking paths. Facts and
points of interest. A walk is always better with
information and history of the area passing
through.”- survey respondent
Dog access was mentioned as important by some
respondents. There were also some respondents
who suggested limiting access for dog walking or
allowing on-lead areas only because of the need to
protect environmental values.

Victoria's Great Outdoors 11

“exploring with my dog on leash”
- survey respondent

Trail features
Survey respondents gave feedback on the important
features of a trail through the multiple-choice
question: ‘What features are important in a trail?’.

Other recreation such as horse riding, paragliding
and running was mentioned by some participants.
“Hang gliding and paragliding surfing and walking
access” - survey respondent
Multi-day experiences were mentioned by some
participants, including those who are interested in
overnight hiking, camping and an experience that
promotes overnight stays in nearby towns.
Some participants commented that they do not wish
to have camping along the trail, or that having
campsites would need to be closely regulated.

As shown in Figure 5, these responses largely
aligned with the qualitative answers about what
respondents would like to see and do on the trail.
The most popular response was for clear directional
signage (69%) followed by lookouts (65%) and
beach access (64%). The ‘other’ comments tended
to mention specific facilities such as toilets, or
specific recreational activities.

“Walk and be in solitude. Be able to camp along the
way, or nearby with hike in only campsites and drive
in campsites.” – survey respondent

Ideas mentioned by fewer than five per cent of
respondents are not included in the above
summary for efficiency of reporting. The ideas
raised are also often covered in the remainder
of the report, and include: safety, provision of
facilities, beach access, mountain biking,
access for all abilities and connections to
nearby towns.

What features are important in a trail?
80%
70%

68%

69%

lookouts

clear
directional
signage

64%

60%
50%

46%

points of
interest

solitude

48%

50%

38%

40%
27%

30%
20%

46%

15%

10%
0%
other

access to interpretive
shelter information

places to sit loop walks

Figure 5: survey respondent views on important features on a trail (n=794)
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beach
access

Walking length and loop walks

Sections of interest and connection to towns

Participants commented on the length of time they
would like to walk for. The results showed
participants are interested in:

Respondents highlighted the sections of the park
they are most interested in walking through or
beside. As shown in Figure 7, there was strong
interest in walking on beaches, followed by particular
stretches of coast and inland areas and dunes were
the least popular. Please note, while dunes and
inland areas were proportionally less popular, almost
half of respondents selected each of these.

-

Day walks between 1-4hours (80%)

-

Full-day walks (45%),

-

Very short walks (30%) and

-

Multi-day experiences (29%).

Loop walks
Feedback from 2019 consultation showed that
participants are interested in varied walking
experiences including loop walks, rather than retracing steps or only having end-to-end options.
Throughout this consultation, respondents were
asked their level of interest in loop walks, 64 per
cent said they are interested in loop walks, a further
495 participants told us where and why.
Of those respondents who said where they would
like loop walks, many did not give a specific area,
but noted that these loop walks should be near to
carparking, townships and prevent environmental
damage. Respondents also frequently mentioned
that anywhere, or wherever practical would suit for
loop walks.
Some participants mentioned particular stretches of
coast as desirable for loop walks, including (in order
of most to least frequently mentioned): Inverloch,
Kilcunda, Cape Paterson, San Remo and
Wonthaggi.
Workshop participants also mapped areas the trail
could go, including some loop walks. Most
suggestions were in areas where there are
townships and existing trails.

Respondents also prioritised how important they
think it is for the trail to connect to nearby towns by
different modes of transport- car, bicycle and
walking. As shown in Figure 6 below, walking
connectivity was important for 80% of respondents;
bicycle connection was important for over half of
participants (86%), as was car (59%).

How important is it that the trail
connects to nearby towns?
important

not sure

not important

90%

80%

80%
70%

68%
59%

60%
50%
40%

28%

30%
20%

19%
12%

13%

13%
7%

10%
0%
car

bike

walking

Figure 6: survey responses regarding importance of connection
by mode of transport (n=794)

Which parts of the park are you most interested in walking through or
beside?
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

77%
67%
53%
43%

43%

dunes

inland areas

57%

58%

4%
other

Harmers Haven Kilcunda to
to Cape
Harmers Haven
Paterson

San Remo to
Kilcunda

Cape Paterson
to Inverloch

beaches

Figure 7: survey responses regarding sections of trail (n= 794)
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Facilities along the trail

Winter use

Survey respondents gave feedback about the
facilities they think are important along the trail. As
shown in Figure 8, over three quarters of
participants chose toilets as important along the trail.
Other facilities that were highly regarded included
access to drinking water and car parking. There was
appetite for seating, picnic tables, campsites and
universal access (almost one third of respondents
valued these facilities).

What facilities are most needed
in the park?
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

76%

49%

20% 24%

31% 31% 32%

54%

37%

11%

Survey participants were asked about what might
encourage them to visit the park during winter. The
most frequently suggested idea was to have shelters
along the trail to encourage visitors in winter. Many
respondents said that they would visit regardless as
long as there is a trail.
Some respondents said that good trail maintenance
and managing water, muddiness and bog along the
trail could help them visit.

“Tracks that don't turn to mud the moment it rains.
Hiking in coastal areas in winter is a favourite of
many people, but the tracks can become quite
degraded” - survey respondent
“I currently visit during winter, perhaps shelters for
groups may encourage others.” – survey
respondent
Some respondents also discussed having multi-use
(i.e. allowing dogs, encouraging whale watching, or
enabling cycling and paragliding launch sites) may
help encourage winter use of the trail.
“Winter in particular is the best season for me to go
hiking and exploring with my dog.”
- survey respondent
“I would prefer to see a fully shared trail that
incorporates diverse recreational users - walkers,
cyclists and horse riders.” - survey respondent

Figure 8: survey responses regarding facilities along the trail
(n=2816)

Young people were also asked about which facilities
are most important on the trail. Findings were
consistent with that of the broader survey. Of the 98
people who responded 85% thought toilets are the
most needed facilities in the park, 71% selected
drinking water, 70% said seating and 67% said
access for all.
Shelter
When asked about facilities overall, 20% of survey
respondents thought shelters for groups were
important, and 24% thought shelters for overnight
hikers are important. When discussing how to
encourage visitation during winter, the most
frequently suggested method was through shelter
(~19%).
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Overnight stays
Based on feedback through 2019 engagement and
survey data at the time, one ‘breakout’ room during
the workshop discussed overnight stays and
accommodating them. Of survey respondents (794),
31% suggested a need for campsites, and 29%
were interested in multi-day hiking.
A total of 19 participants commented 26 times in
response to the prompt What do we need to know
when exploring overnight accommodation options to
support trail users?
Amongst these comments, there was discussion of:
- Environmental protection as a key
consideration when planning any potential
campsites
- Using existing overnight accommodation
and campsites to accommodate multi-day
hikers

-

Marketing and promotional material to direct
hikers to local accommodation options
Additional local tourism offering suggestions
such as camping on private land, glamping,
shuttle services for hikers (and luggage)
who hike end-to-end, indigenous
cooking/overnight experience.

Please note, the views of workshop participants (19
people) may not reflect the views of the broader
community.
Workshop participants also mapped locations that
have the potential to accommodate overnight stays,
and areas to avoid. Altogether, 36 places were
mapped (15 potential stays, and 20 places to avoid).
The places to avoid were largely mapped because
of environmental sensitivity. Places mapped as
potential included San Remo (existing campsite),
Wonthaggi State Coal Mine, Cape Paterson
(existing camping and accommodation in township),
Powlett River (existing campsite), a halfway point,
and Kilcunda (existing campsite).
The mapped data regarding overnight stays the
workshop was provided directly to the planning team
to assist drafting the Access and Infrastructure Plan.
A screenshot of mapped pins is shown in Figure xx
below. Green tents represent potential stays, while
red represent places to avoid.

Figure 9: screenshot of workshop participants’ mapped pins regarding overnight stays
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Information sharing
Sharing information and signage emerged as a
theme in response to being asked about what
participants would like to see and do on the trail.
There was a further question about what values in
the area they are most interested in learning about.
As shown in Figure 10, there was a very strong
appetite to learn more about environmental (82%),
and Aboriginal cultural heritage values (74%).
When asked the ways to share stories with the
community, signage (79%) was the most popular
response, followed by information boards (63%) and
downloadable guided walks (54%). There was some
support for other ways of sharing information such
as website information (46%), interactive apps
(36%). There was relatively low support for
educational play areas (17%) and guided walks
(22%).
Young people were also asked about what they are
interested in learning about along the trail. As with
the broader survey, the environment (called ‘nature’
in the youth survey) ranked highest (61%), followed
by beaches and historic heritage.

What values are you most interested in learning about in this area?
90%
82%
80%

74%

70%
62%

63%

60%
50%

50%
40%
40%
30%
20%
10%

4%

0%
other

post-colonial
heritage

archaeological

geological

palaeontological
Aboriginal
(dinosaurs and cultural heritage
fossils)

Figure 10: Survey responses on which values participants are interested in learning more about (n=794)
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environmental

Sharing the trail

“Keep people, dogs and horses off most beaches to
protect beach nesting birds.” – Survey respondent

As shown above, there are varied recreational user
groups who enjoy the Bass Coast. Survey
respondents were asked about whether recreational
activities should be prohibited, and a break-out room
during the workshop discussed how the trail can be
shared among user-groups.

Please note: there were far fewer comments that
specified the activities (124 activities) that should be
restricted than the reasons why (278 comments).
Those that were mentioned represented
proportionally few people (dog-walking with the
maximum had ~31 comments), whereas
environmental sensitivity was mentioned in far more
comments (~105 comments).

Over half of survey respondents (59%) said that
there are places in the park that visitation and
recreational activities should be discouraged.
Respondents who thought activities should be
discouraged were asked where, which activities and
why, 323 people gave further details. They are
summarised below with the most frequently raised
ideas listed first.
The key reasons for discouraging activities raised
included:
• In areas of environmental sensitivity such as
places with high vegetation value, habitat for
species or are spaces for conservation
• In places that have Aboriginal cultural values that
need to be protected
• In nesting areas for birds, particularly hooded
plovers
• Along sensitive dunes that are at risk of erosion.
“Any areas that have particularly delicate or
sensitive ecological value.” - survey respondent
“should take into account sacred areas of local
indigenous communities”- survey respondent
The activities raised as needing to be discouraged
included:
• Dog walking in particular areas, some comments
suggested restrictions to off-lead dog walking or
seasonal changes to dog access
• Bike access in particular mountain bikes were
mentioned as needing to be managed
• Trail bikes, motorbikes and vehicular access
should be limited to protect walkers and the
environment
There was also suggestion (5% or fewer comments)
of restricting camping, horses and fishing.
“The George Bass Coastal walk should prioritize
walkers of all abilities, mountain bikes are not
suitable on this trail and at present are proving to be
quite detrimental to the enjoyment and safety of
walkers” - survey respondent

Workshop findings - sharing the trail
During the workshop, one break-out room discussed
different ways of sharing the trail among different
recreational users. Three types of shared trail were
presented:
-

Option 1: one trail for all users that is 3-4m
wide

-

Option 2: segregated trail with a median
strip to separate user groups

-

Option 3: separated trail where each user
group has a distinct use

Participants discussed the strengths and
weaknesses of each option presented.
Option 1 (17 comments)
Participant discussion highlighted that shared trails
may work for sections of the trail, but due to width
and environmental sensitivity are probably not suited
to the entire San Remo to Inverloch journey. The
environmental impacts meant that several
participants did not consider this a viable option.
There was some discussion that one trail for all
users is harder to use during peak periods (such as
summer peak times) with many visitors and user
types.
Option 2 (14 comments)
Participant discussion shared concerns about
segregated trail footprint and environmental impact.
Though, some people noted that it could be suitable
in some sections of the trail, and could create
opportunities for all abilities access.
Option 3 (17 comments)
Participant discussion of separated trails generated
some support particularly with regard to the width of
the trail. Participants saw the potential to link in to
existing narrower tracks for hikers.
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Workshop findings- mapping
Workshop participants sat in a third breakout room
that focused on mapping local areas that the trail
should include, or avoid. This activity mapped 104
pins of 20 participants, with some individuals
mapping up to 26 locations.
The coordinates of all mapped areas have been
provided to the project team as raw data to assist
drafting the Access and Infrastructure Plan.
Places of value (56 comments): that were mapped
were quite well dispersed along the trail. They
included areas with the potential to link into public
transport, areas with historic significance, sites with
vistas and opportunities for lookouts, areas that
could suit interpretive signage, and places for loop
walks.
Places to avoid (32 comments): that were mapped
showed a concentration in pins between Cape
Paterson and Wonthaggi Heathlands as well as
various other sites along the trail. Reasons that
participants suggested avoiding places related to
environmental sensitivity (vegetation, coastal
erosion and habitat).
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Submissions
While most participants participated in a workshop
or completed a survey, there were nine submissions
received as input into the engagement.
These were from a range of organisations and
individuals including:
-

Kilcunda Community Association

-

Friends of Wonthaggi Heathland

-

South Gippsland Conservation Society

-

Birdlife Australia

-

Yallock-Bulluk Alliance Group

-

Victorian National Parks Association

There were a further four submissions submitted by
individuals over email.
Submissions have been read, summarised and input
is included in the analysis above. They have been
summarised and forwarded to the project team to
assist drafting the Access and Infrastructure Plan.

Victoria’s Great
Outdoors and
participation objectives

-

Staying informed
Participants were asked about how they like to find
out about future engagement. The survey responses
showed that:

As Yallock-Bulluk is funded through the Victoria’s
Great Outdoors program, participants were asked
three questions consistent to all Victoria’s Great
Outdoors projects:
-

This project will help more people to enjoy
Victoria’s Great Outdoors

-

I had the chance to have my say

-

I found it easy to participate

These questions were also asked after Community
Information Sessions, and the workshop.

-

70 per cent of people recommended
Facebook

-

58 per cent thought email, and

-

43 per cent said the local paper.

Evaluation
Participants were asked to give feedback and
evaluate Community Information Sessions, and the
workshop.
-

83 per cent of workshop participants said
they would participate in a workshop similar
again.

-

87 per cent of Community Information
Session participants said they would
participate in something similar again.

As shown in Figure 11 below:
-

80 per cent of participants think that
Yallock-Bulluk Marine and Coastal Park will
help more people enjoy Victoria’s Great
Outdoors

-

82 per cent felt they had the chance to have
their say, and

86% of participants found it easy to
participate.

There was some feedback about supporting
participants with technology, and promotional reach
suggested to strengthen engagement approaches in
future.

60%

57%

55%
50%

47%

40%
33%
30%

29%

27%

20%
12%
10%

9%

9%

8%
4%

2%

5%
2%

1%

0%
This project (Yallock-Bulluk Marine
and Coastal Park) will help more
people to enjoy Victoria’s great
outdoors
Strongly disagree

I had the chance to have my say

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

I found it easy to participate

Strongly agree

Figure 11: Survey participant responses to Victoria’s Great Outdoors and participation objectives (n=793)
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Next steps
Alongside other research, feedback captured in this
consultation report will be used to draft the Access
and Infrastructure Plan (Figure 12).
This report will be reviewed by the Project Working
Group. It will also be made publicly accessible for all
community members to read.

When the draft plan is shared publicly for further
community feedback, Parks Victoria will detail how
community suggestions were considered in the
management planning process sand whether it was
included in the management plan or not. Where it
could not be included a reason will be provided.

Community suggestions for the draft Access and
Infrastructure Plan will be considered by Parks
Victoria. If the suggestion complies with the
legislation, and is feasible within the scope of the
project, then the planning team will investigate the
possibility of including it in the Access and
Infrastructure Plan.
Including:
Aboriginal and post-colonial heritage studies

Community
and
Stakeholder
engagement

Environmental studies
Technical
studies

Local traffic and car parking studies
Statutory planning
Universal access studies

Budget and
financial
factors

Demographic and future visitor projections
Geotechnical investigations
Coastal processes and hydrological impacts
Cost planner

Access and
Infrastructure Plan

Objective: to make the trail a continuous and
accessible journey

Figure 12: Considerations informing the draft Access and Infrastructure plan, including community engagement
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Appendix A- Engage
Victoria Survey
Relationship to the area
1. What is your relationship to the YallockBulluk Marine and Coastal Park and Bass
Coast region (check all that apply)
I live in Bass Coast | I visit the Bass Coast for
holidays | I work in the Bass Coast area | I do
not visit this area but I am interested in it | I am a
Local Tourism Operator | I own a local business
|I would like to visit this area more when the park
and trail are finalised other (please specify)
2. What outdoors activities do you like to do on
the Bass Coast? (check all that apply)
camping| hiking | dog-walking | horse riding |
bike riding | hang gliding | fishing
|surfing/windsurfing | boating | birdwatching
|orienteering |environmental volunteering
|prospecting |site seeing | visiting the dinosaur
trail | other (please specify)
Trail
A new trail will be developed as part of the YallockBulluk Marine and Coastal Park. It is anticipated that
the current George Bass Coastal walk will be
extended either side to link into other areas of the
park. There may be some shared use walking and cycling
sections of the trail, but the exact route and
characteristics are still being designed. There may also be
links into the existing cycling infrastructure in the area
such as the Bass Coast Rail Trail. To help us provide
experiences that meet community expectations,
please tell us the following:
3. How long would you like to walk for? (check
all that apply)
less than 1 hour | 1-4hours | full-day (5-7hours) |
multi-day
4. What would you like to see and experience in
a trail?
[open text]
5. What features are important in a trail?
(check all that apply)

clear directional signage | lookouts | places
to sit | beach access | access to shelter |
solitude | points of interest | interpretive
information | loop walks | other (please
specify)
6. Would you be interested in circuit or ‘loop
walks’ where you finish where you start?
No | Yes (please tell us where)
7. Which parts of the trail are you most
interested in walking through or beside?
(check all that apply)
Beaches| Dunes | Inland areas | San Remo
to Kilcunda |Kilcunda to Harmers Haven|
Harmers Haven to Cape Patterson | Cape
Patterson to Inverloch | other (please
specify)

Activities and facilities inside the park
8. What facilities are most needed in the park?
toilets| seating | picnic tables | shelters for
groups | drinking water | campsites | shelters for
overnight hikers |car parking | facilities that cater
for all abilities | other (please specify)
9. What would encourage you to visit the park
during winter?
Nothing| Something (please tell us what)
10. Is there anywhere that visitation and
recreational activities should be
discouraged?
No | Yes (where, what activity, and why?)
Stories and information
11. What are the important stories of the area we
could celebrate through the trail?
[open text]
12. What values are you most interested in
learning about in this area?
Aboriginal cultural heritage | post-colonial
heritage | environmental | archaeological |
geological | palaeontological and coastal
information| other (please specify)
13. What are the best ways to share stories with
the community?
Signage | website information | images |
interactive app | information boards | | guided
walks | downloadable guided walks | education
play areas | art installations | other (please
specify)
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Connections and access
14. How important is it that the trail connects to
nearby towns (Kilcunda, Wonthaggi and San
Remo)?
By car- Important | Not important | Not sure
By bicycle - Important | Not important | Not sure
Walking - Important | Not important | Not sure
Anything else?
15. Is there anything else you wish to add to
your survey response?
Engagement and staying in the loop
16. Would you like to stay informed by receiving
our email updates?
No | Yes (email:______)
17. Do you have any ideas for how we can best
engage with you and your community during
the current health situation?
[open text]
18. What is usually the best way to provide
information about the project?
Facebook | Instagram | Email | Phone call | tents
at community events such as farmer’s markets |
through local community groups | Local
newspaper | Local radio | other (please tell us)
Demographic information
Parks Victoria collects demographic information to
help us understand who we have reached in the
community. This information allows us to identify any
groups or people who may be missing or not having
a say. These responses are de-identified and are
not compulsory.
19. Gender (Woman | Man | Self-described (please
specify)
20. Age (.id working age brackets)
21. Residential postcode
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Appendix B- 20 June
Workshop run sheet
Yallock-Bulluk Marine and Coastal Park- Bringing it Together workshop
Day
Time

Saturday 20 June, 2020
10:00am-1:00pm

Format

Online workshop
Microsoft Teams Meeting

Participants

40 participants (maximum)

Objective
The objective of this session is to:
-

Present interim findings of Yallock-Bulluk Marine and Coastal Park community engagement so far

-

Seek feedback on potential options for shared-use trails, areas of local importance, and campsite
considerations

-

Provide participants with the opportunity to ask questions.

Technology and format
The session will be run using Microsoft Teams. Participants will be sent a link ahead of time. They will also
have the opportunity to test their technology before-hand.
The workshop will include shared-screens with presentations, and presenters (from Parks Victoria, DELWP
and Hassell Studios).
There will be a static page set up using Engage Victoria to document feedback throughout the session. See
this link for example: https://engage.vic.gov.au/engage-victoria-open-house/

Agenda
Time

Activity

Lead

10:00am

Welcome and Introductions

Caz Treby

-

Run through agenda and explain how the day will work with three key
topics to delve into infomed by engagement so far, and breakout
sessions (if there are more than 20 participants).

-

Technology run-through

-

o

Using the Engage Victoria page for feedback

o

Ask a question tool will be enabled on Engage Vic, and project
team will respond throughout the session

o

Technology support will be provided by Karen Enbom

Acknowledgement of Country
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Time

Activity
-

Lead

Introduce staff and roles

10:10am

Project overview

Nick Loschiavo

10:20am

Engagement findings

Caz Treby

A presentation of interim community engagement findings will be presented to
participants.
Participants will be able to ask a few questions about the interim findings
10:30am

Breakout rooms explained

Caz Treby

Participants will be sent a ‘breakout’ meeting link prior to the session.
Parks Victoria regional staff will go to breakout rooms early to admit people
through the lobby. They will also hit ‘record’ at the start of the session.
10:40am

Participants breakout: ice breaker and small group introductions
Ice-breaker prompt: what would make this trail a great success?

1-

Koel Wrigley

2-

Caz Treby

3-

Kathlin Mayer

When participants have arrived and finished ice-breaker: there will be a
tea-break when everyone can take a break.
11:00am

Breakout #1: Sharing the trail
Koel Wrigley (facilitator); Christian Borchert (presenter); Rinske Poulier (scribe);

Koel Wrigley

11:30am

Breakout #2: Overnight stays
Kathlin Mayer (facilitator); Nick Loschiavo (scribe); Greg Mattingley

Kathlin Mayer

12:00am

Breakout #3: Local mapping

Caz Treby

Caz Treby (facilitator); Brian Martin (scribe); Mark Heycocx; Cass Phillipou
12:30am

Share back

Caz Treby

Participants will re-join the bigger group. Room hosts will be invited to share
back based on their breakout discussions, and participants will be able to share
any additional thoughts.
12:50

Evaluation

Caz Treby

An evaluation form will be provided on Engage Victoria
12:55pm
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Thank you and close
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Caz Treby

